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Rose Polytechnic Institute
FOUNDED BY THE LATE CHAUNCEY ROSE,
AT TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
A COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Offers a SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION based on Mathematics, Modern Languages, Physical Sciences
and Drawing, with thorough instruction in the Principles and Practice of
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,
CIVIL ENGINEERING, CHEMISTRY, ARCHITECTURE
FACULTY
C. LEO MEES, Ph.D., President and Professor of Physics.
JAMES A. WICKERSHAM, A.M., Professor of Languages.
JOHN WHITE, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry.
MALVERD A. HOWE, C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering.
 
Director of Dynamic Engineering
Department.
ARTHUR S. HATHAWAY, B.S., Professor of Mathematics.
JOHN B. PEDDLE, M.E., Professor of Machine Design and
Drawing.
FRANK C. WAGNER, A.M., Professor of Steam and Electrical
Engineering.
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EDWIN S. JOHONNOTT, Ph.D.. Associate Prof. of Physics.
ELMER H. WILLMARTH, B.S., Supt. Machine Shops.
CARL WI SCH MEYER, B.S., Instructor in Drawing and Laboratories
ROBERT L. McCORMICK, C.E., Associate Prof. in Mathematics
and Civil Engineering.
CLARENCE C. KNIPMEYER, B.S., Assistant Prof. of Electricity.
ALBERT A. FAUROT, M.A., Associate Professor in Languages and
Librarian.
C. H. CAREY, B.A., Instructor in Chemistry.
W. R. PLEW, B.S., Instructor in Civil Engineering.
PHILIP HEIML1CH, B.S.. Instructor in Drawing.
Mrs. S. P. BURTON, Registrar.
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MOVED TO 422 WABASH AVE.
E. T. HULMAN
Pennsylvania Railroad Station
Restaurant and Dining Room
SERVICE FIRST CLASS
The pm :we-Pa-If geweirg Tompanp
JEWELERS 524 Wabash Ave.
Headquarters for Poly Souvenir Spoons, Seal Pins, Fobs and
Medals for Athletic Contests
Always mention T E TECHNIC when writing to our advertisers. It will help us.
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GEORGE GRAHAM HOLLOWAY
011r #antr Oth PlIntogrztplIrr
With the same old discount to the Polytechnic students
263 SOUTH SEVENTH STR.EET
Sthonefetb's
PHARMACY
Drugs, Toilet Articles, Stationery, Cigars,
Tobaccos, Candies, School Supplies
COR. SEVENTH AND BIG FOUR R R
Opp. Big Four Station
TERRE HAUTE, — INDIANA.
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NORTHERN CAFE
SPECIAL ORDERS
MEALS, LUNCHES
 AND  
FRESH OYSTERS
SMITH & WILLIAMS
GET RED WAGON FOk FINEST LAUNDRY
COLUMBIA LAUNDRY CO.
Ash Bareuther, '10
JAMES GEORGOPOULOS
Greeh Candy Kitchen
7th and Wabash
Treat your sweetheart with
FINE FRESH HOME - MADE
CHOCOLATES AND BON-BONS
Our Candies are Made Fresh Every Day
1112-1114 Wabash Ave.
Our reputation as the Best in Town,
is not to be denied.
See us about that Spring Suit.
We guarantee to please you.
Prices $18.75 and Up .A
ED. SPARI1S
Hatter, Haberdasher
Tailor 813 WABASH
Don't Let Camera Chances Slip
In these days of compact daylight-
loading films, there is no reason
for being unprepared when the
picture opportunity comes. We
supply fresh films to fit any kind
of camera.
Kadel's Art Shop 125S. 7th St.
Photo - upp ies for the mateur and Professional.
New Phorxe 985.
John G. Heinl & Son
Porizts
4V
129 South Seventh Street
TERRE HAUTE, IND.
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J. M. BIGWOOD & SON
Special Attention given to Watch,
Jewelry and Cloch Repairing.
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Quality
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World of
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147 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
CIGARS and
TOBACCO
3ewelers an Opticians
607 Wabash Avenue, Terre Haute, Ind.
H. H. HUTTON CO.
THE HOUSE OF
Hart, Schaffner 8c Marx Clothes
Anything you may wish in furnishings, and
To per cent. off to all Polytechnic Students
H. H. Hutton Co., 522 Wabash Ave.
HERBER'S
OAK HALL PHARMACY
SUCCESSOR TO J. S. MADISON
McKEEN BLOCK
Cor. 7th and Wabash
Fine Candies, Perfumes and Cigars
Sole Agency Gunther's Fine Chicago Candiesfor
Prescriptions Especially Solicited
SUITS PRESSED, 25c
We Need the Student Trade
Mi...11•1•
TOILET ARTICLES
LAUNDRY AGENCY
GREAT NORTHERN BARBER SHOP
OPPOSITE THE BIG 4 STATION J. VERNON BREWER, Proprietor
DON'T FAIL to come to us when you want a real swell Suit or Overcoat. We havethe swellest line for this season ever shown. We sell the celebrated
Walhover Shoe and Emerson, $3.50 and $4.00, and the Hanan fine Shoe for men,
$5.50 and $6.00. Everything new in HATS, NECKWEAR and GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS.
TUNE BROS• ,
CASH CLOTHIERS, HATTERS, and GENTS' FURNISHERS
FIFTH AND WABASH AVENUE
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TERMS
One Year, Voo Single Copy, 15 cents
Issued Monthly at the Rose Polytechnic Institute
Entered at the Post-Office, Terre Haute, Indiana, as second-
class mail matter.
Those who are in touch with other and larger
colleges where two or more student publications
are supported, readily see the many requirements
that THE TECIINIC must meet. It is the scientific
journal, the alumni letter, and the student comic
sheet, all under one cover. We must maintain
our engineering standing — a distinction enjoyed
by few college papers — keep as many alumni as
we can in touch with Rose, and also carefully
serve the interests of the undergrad.
In order that all ends be met most efficiently
we must know exactly what is most desired, and
No. 6
so we are always grateful for kindly criticism.
It has been suggested that our alumni depart-
ment would be of greater interest to those to
whom it is devoted if it contained less of the
technical and more of the personal. "In truth
this seemeth good," and at least for two issues
we shall present a new order of alumni article,
awaiting the comment of alumni readers.
To begin with, we offer this month a clever
combination of wit and observation that will
surely be appreciated by all, whether they knew
"Monty" or not. For next month we are plan-
ning a collection of choice fragments from the
bulky class letter of '98, which has just come to
hand so full of news items, varied experiences
and humorous ideas that we had not the heart
to condemn it to the proverbial "spare draw."
Drop us a line to say how you like this plan;
we're compiling data with the ultimate aim of
getting out an ideal TECHNIC in the years to
come.
THE 1910 MODULUS.
As the time for the appearance of this year's
Modulus is rapidly approaching, it may be of in-
terest to TECHNIC readers and may also serve to
arouse added interest in the biennial student pub-
lication (which interest would manifest itself by
a large influx of subscriptions) to give a brief
outline of the contents of the forthcoming vol-
ume.
The Junior Class takes great pleasure in
dedicating the volume to the memory of Dr.
Thomas Gray, who for years served on the fac-
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ulty of Rose and proved a most potent factor in
establishing the high position among institutions
of learning which Rose now occupies.
The 1911 Modulus will present several fea-
tures that are entirely new to our biennials, and
every effort is being made to carry out the new
ideas in a most attractive manner. The volume
will be of a size convenient to the ordinary book-
case, and the cover will be finished in maroon
and light gray. Five hand-colored posters, rep-
resenting the different engineering courses of
the Institute, will be inserted in the fore part of
the book. Photos of the upper classmen will not
be grouped in the usual oval form, but will ap-
pear in panels, four photos to the page, each
accompanied by a biographical sketch. The Ath-
letic Department will be illustrated with especial
care, both squad and individual photos being
used. Each fraternity will have a section to
itself under the department of that head, and
each chapter roll will be illustrated and accom-
panied by the insignia Of the fraternity. All
organized clubs of the Institute, musical, literary
and social, will receive due consideration, and
the usual department of cuts and grinds prom-
ises to be spicy enough to arouse the interest of
the most blase. In all probability, The Modulus
'will be out by May loth.
At a general assembly held on Thursday,
February 17th, the memorial of the Class of
1911 was formally presented to the Institute and
received by Mr. W. C. Ball, President of the
Board of Managers. In presenting the memorial
President Garst, of the Junior Class, briefly out-
lined the growth of the memorial movement in
its development from a useless expenditure of
energy on Hallowe'en to the present custom of
giving to the Institute something of beauty and
utility, by which the classes might be remem-
bered in the days after graduation. The move-
ment began when the Class of 1886 placed a
large boulder on the west side of the campus to
inform future students that such a class had at
one time gone to Rose. It was then ten years
before the Class of 1896 placed their memorial
boulder on the east side of the campus, and the
movement was again started and was carried
out by the several classes following.
The memorials have varied in nature from
mere reminders of class existence and of no par-
ticular use, to those where the class existence
was shadowed and the real benefit to the Insti-
tute was the real motive. The Class of 1911
may well be proud of its memorial, "a bronze
tablet of Chauncey Rose," which shows class
spirit and loyalty, is in itself a thing of beauty,
and will serve a useful purpose by constantly
bringing before the students a likeness of the
man who made our school a possibility. Photo
of the tablet appears elsewhere in this issue
This memorial might well be made a precedent
for future classes to follow in presenting as class
memorials bronze tablets of the men who have
made this school and its work all that it is.
F:IsIGINF,ERING SOCIETIES.
Just lately it has been suggested that junior
branches of the three leading engineering socie-
ties be established at Rose. The proposed socie-
ties are: American Society of Civil Engineers,
American Institute of Mechanical Engineers, and
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
If the idea were carried out, it would mean that
those who joined while in school would continue
in the benefits of the society at the low junior
rate until they desired to advance to associate
membership. Junior members receive all liter-
ature sent to active members and their names
appear in the catalogue of the society—which, of
itself, permits advancement without any further
recommendation.
It would seem of great advantage for an en-
gineer to be affiliated with a good society, and we
believe that all earnest students who look into the
future should show appreciative interest in this
matter. The Faculty are to bring it up before
the student-body shortly.
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EXPLOSIONS IN BITUMINOUS COAL MINES
BY GEORGE R. WOOD, '92.
During December, 1907, there were four
large explosions in coal mines in the United
States in rapid succession, with a total loss of
nearly one thousand lives and the destruction of
an enormous amount of property, and a conse-
quent feeling of apprehension on the part of
coal operators generally all over the country.
These explosions were in the following mines:
Monongah No. 6 and No. 8, of the Fairmont
Coal Company, Monongah, W. Va.
The Darr Mine of the Pittsburg Coal Com-
pany, near Jacobs Creek, Pa.
The Naomi Mine of the United Coal Com-
pany, near Fayette City, Pa.
The Yolande Mine of the Yolande Coal Com-
pany, Yolande, Ala.
All of these mines produce explosive gas in
varying quantities, and the natural supposition
was that these were gas explosions. The mine
owners, however, without exception claimed
that the gas in these mines was not sufficient to
cause an explosion, and that the origin was more
or less mysterious. Up to this time, in this
country at least, it was generally thought that
coal dust was not explosive except in the pres-
ence of fire damp or marsh gas, CH4; but noth-
ing was known as to the necessary percentage of
gas to be mixed with dust to make an explosive
mixture, it being assumed that unless gas was
present in explosive quantities, i. c., 6 to 8 per
cent., an explosion would not occur.
ILl
As a result for a general demand for more
accurate information on these and other points,
the Technologic Bureau of the United States
Geological Survey was authorized to establish
in Pittsburgh a testing station, and to make ex-
periments on mine gas, dust, and to note the
effect of various kinds of explosives, etc. It
was believed that all of the explosions referred
to above were primarily caused by blown-out
shots, that is to say, in blasting down the coal
after undercutting, the explosive failed to exert
its force in the proper direction, but simply blew
out of the hole and expended its force in the
room or heading which was undercut, thus
causing a violent agitation of the air, dust, etc.,
in the room, projecting a long tongue of flame
into this dusty and possibly gaseous atmosphere
and igniting it. The first efforts of the testing
station were directed toward classifying mine
explosives, according to the length of flame, their
power, duration of the flame and the by-products
of their combustion. Black powder had been
almost universally used as a mine explosive, and
the amount of the charge has been in many cases
determined by a miner who might or might not
be skilled in the use of explosives, and who has
a tendency to do as little manual labor as pos-
sible, allowing a large charge of explosive to
shoot down the coal for him.
Apparatus was installed at the testing station
consisting of an explosive gallery Too feet long
with a diameter of 6' 4". This is made of 1/,"
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boiler-plate steel and has a concrete head with a
small cannon imbedded in it. The charge of the
explosive to be tested is fired from this cannon
into the gallery, after the gallery has been filled
with the desired mixture of gas, air, coal dust,
etc. Coal dust, in some tests, has been placed on
shelves in the gallery so that it may be taken up
and disseminated in the air by the force of the
explosion, and in other cases it is previously
mixed with the air by means of a small blower.
Other apparatus consists of a cylinder for meas-
uring the length of flame from a charge of ex-
plosive. This measurement is made photograph-
ically, and is, of course, very accurate. Other
tests are made with ballistic pendulum, lead
blocks, etc., for determining the explosive power
of samples. Some of the first results obtained
in the testing station were of the greatest impor-
tance, showing that, contrary to the general opin-
ion, bituminous coal dust, if sufficiently fine, is
explosive without the presence of gas. These
results were not generally received as conclusive
until after very many mine superintendents and
owners had brought samples of dust from their
mines to the station and had them tested under
conditions which they could closely oversee.
These tests were made using black powder as
an explosive, and by imitating as closely as pos-
sible a blown-out shot. By cooperating with ex-
plosives manufacturers a number of so-called
"safety" explosives, which are better termed
"permissible" explosives, have been obtained,
which will produce a minimum amount of flame
and which are therefore much more suitable for
use in gaseous or dusty mines. The State of
Pennsylvania, in particular, followed by most of
the other States, has made the use of these ex-
plosives compulsory, forbidding the use of black
powder, except under extremely favorable con-
ditions, and in some cases forbidding the use of
black powder at all.
A comparison of coal dust, fire damp and
gunpowder, of similar weights, with the first two
mixed with air in proportions which have been
found explosive, is about as follows:
Coal Dust
and Air.
Fire Damp
and Air.
Gun-
powder.
Carbon 6.5 5.0 IL()
Hydrogen  0.5 1.0 ...
Oxygen 20.0 21.0 37.0
Nitrogen  72.0 73.0 io.o
Potassium 29.0
Sulphur  0.5 13.0
Ash 0.5
100 100 100
The fineness of the dust, even more than its
composition, determines the readiness with which
it will burn or explode, and, generally speaking,
dust is not dangerous without the presence of
gas, except when finer than wo mesh. Finer
than this, it will float in the air, each particle of
dust surrounded by the air requisite for its com-
bustion.
Such dust may originate an explosion, and
will certainly propagate and extend even a small
explosion of gas.
In every case where gas is given off by the
coal, there is sure to be a certain percentage,
even though very small, in the rooms and in
headings beyond the ventilation. If these places
are dry and dusty, they are dangerous; and it
must not be supposed that because no gas can
be found with a safety lamp that the atmosphere
is not explosive. One per cent. of gas, with one
pound of dust in i6o cubic feet of air, makes an
explosive mixture. The gas will not explode
alone, neither, perhaps, will the dust, but the
combination with the large flame from a blown-
out shot certainly will. The only sure road to
safety, therefore, in gaseous mines, is to load
out all possible dust and to thoroughly sprinkle
the floor, roof and walls before shooting.
The effect of moisture in the mine air is ex-
tremely important, both in dampening the mine
dust and in raising the percentage of gas re-
quired for explosion. In wintertime, when the
humidity of the outside air is low, very large
quantities of water are removed from the mine
by the ventilating current, which becomes heated
in the mine and takes up moisture from the coal.
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In summertime these conditions are reversed,
the warm outside air being cooled in the mine
and depositing its moisture on the mine surfaces.
The barometric conditions affect the mine in
that the gas is given off by the coal against
atmospheric pressure, and with a decided drop
in the barometer largely increased quantities of
gas will be given off. This conclusion also ap-
plies to the character of the ventilation, whether
forced or exhaust. If the former, upon the shut-
ting down the fan, through accident or otherwise,
the mine pressure will be lowered, and gas will be
given off at an increased rate. If the latter, the
pressure will rise and the outflow of gas be re-
tarded.
About one year after the explosions referred
to above, when, owing to the increased knowl-
edge of conditions and increased care in super-
vising mine operations, any general explosions
were thought to be a thing of the past, another
very disastrous explosion occurred in the Mari-
anna Mine of the Pittsburgh-Buffalo Company,
at Marianna, Washington County, Pa. This ex-
plosion came as a great surprise to almost every
one in the coal business, since the work at this
plant was presumably carried on with the great-
est care, with a desire to make this mine a model
plant in every respect. It was known that this
mine was in a very gaseous district, but, owing
to the volume of air circulated, it was not
thought that gas could be present in dangerous
quantities. At the same time, a sprinkling sys-
tem had been installed to take care of the dust.
The District Mine Inspector of the State had
just finished a complete examination of the mine,
and had not been out of the mine more than
possibly half an hour, and he was very positive
in his belief that there were no accumulations of
gas in the mine. It seems almost certain, how-
ever, that there was explosive gas mixed with
the air in this mine in so small a quantity as not
to be detected by an ordinary safety lamp, and
that, owing to the rather rapid circulation of air,
considerable dust had been picked up and was
in suspension, causing an explosive mixture.
This disaster, it is also believed, was originated
from a blown-out shot.
The total fatalities from year to year caused
by mine explosions is but 16 to 18 per cent. of
the total number of fatalities in the mines. By
far the largest per cent. of accidents is caused by
falls of roof and coal; but, since these accidents
usually involve but one or two lives at a time,
they do not attract the attention given to these
general explosions, where the fatalities number
from 50 to 300 or 400.
So far as explosions of gas are concerned, it
is simply a matter of eliminating these entirely
by providing sufficient ventilation in every part
of the mine. There are very few modern mines
which are in any danger from a gas explosion,
because it is generally recognized that the air
ways must be ample in size, stoppings built of
masonry or concrete to prevent leakage of the
air through them, and an ample circulation of
air provided in every part of the mine, including
not only the working places but also the worked-
out or abandoned parts of the mine.
Some years ago methods of mining were in
use in some districts which mined out only from
6o to 8o per cent. of the coal in the vein. Room
pillars and entry stumps were not drawn, since
it was found cheaper to let this coal remain in
the hill than to take it out. The worked-out por-
tions of some of these mines somewhat resem-
bled a honeycomb, and it would be almost impos-
sible to thoroughly ventilate such a section.
Modern methods require mining out all the coal
possible and allowing the strata to come down
solid. Where this is not done the subsidence is
slow but sure, crushing the coal left in the hill
and generating heat and gas. The remedy,
therefore, for gas explosions is, primarily, ample
ventilation, and, secondarily, a modern system of
mining.
So far as dust is concerned, there are several
methods of preventing a general dust explosion,
and other methods of preventing any ignition of
the dust. First in importance, I believe, is the
us of "safety" or "permissible" explosives;
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second, the removal of the fine dust caused by
chain mining machines and wetting down the
dust in rooms or headings before firing the blast;
third, the use of steam, water spray, or by some
other device, raising the humidity of the air dur-
ing the winter months, and, lastly, the provision
of safety zones along the headings, made of
stone, slag or cinder ballast on the tracks for a
length of several hundred feet. It has been
found that explosions, unless extreme, will not
cross a non-explosive or non-combustible mate-
rial for any considerable distance.
It has been found by experiment that very
fine dust, for example, that passing through ioo
mesh or smaller, requires more than 12 per cent.
moisture to render it non-explosive. In many
mines the dust is of such character that sprin-
kling simply dampens the outer layer of dust,
leaving the under portions perfectly dry. This
is particularly true of very fine dust, which
seems to be of an oily nature and is very difficult
to thoroughly dampen. It is much better, there-
fore, to remove all such dust from near the
working place, where the greatest danger lies, as
it is extremely difficult to explode dust except by
the use of a flame which is large as well as hot.
It would seem as if the action consisted in the
instantaneous generation of gas from the very
fine particles of coal, and that it is this gas that
causes the explosion. It has been found impos-
sible to explode dust in the testing gallery at
Pittsburgh when the "permissible' explosives are
used, since the volume of flame is not sufficiently
large nor does it exist for a sufficient length of
time to cause an explosion.
So far as the use of electricity is concerned,
there is not the slightest evidence that it could
be responsible for the dust explosions. An elec-
tric spark will, of course, ignite gas whenever
present in sufficient quantity, but the possibility
of an explosion of this kind is extremely rare,
since electricity is seldom used in gaseous sec-
tions of the mines.
Mine fires in general originate either from
ignition of gas pockets or feeders in blasting, the
use of open lamps in and around combustible
material such as would be found in stables, etc.,
and from burned-out motors, usually igniting
the timber, and more rarely igniting the coal.
Generally speaking, it is only by the grossest
negligence that any of the above can occur.
The danger is greatest, of course, in extremely
gaseous mines, since, when a shot is fired, it may
encounter a pocket of gas of such size as to make
it impossible to go back after the shot is fired to
extinguish the flame. The practice of firing a
number of shots and then leaving the mine, with-
out returning to examine the places, is respon-
sible for the greatest number of fires. Where
electric motors are used without attendants, such
as on mine pumps, for example, the pump room
should be built of masonry or concrete, and the
construction in general should • be such that
everything in the room could burn without
igniting the surrounding coal.
I would refer those who are particularly in-
terested in this subject, and who desire more in-
formation than is contained in the above general
article, to a very complete and valuable paper on
"Chemistry and Coal Mine Explosions," read be-
fore the Pittsburgh Section of the American
Chemical- Society on September 16, 19o9, by Dr,
N. W. Lord, of the U. S. Geological Survey, and
published in the Coal Trade Bulletin for De-
cember 1st.
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THUMB=NAIL NOTES ON GERMAN RAILWAY TRAVELING
By J. T. MONTGOMERY.
These observations may not admit of stand-
ardizing, nor would they form the background
for a text-book on modern railroading, but they
impressed me at the time as being more or less
pertinent.
The train de lux (and it was) was waiting
• for the passengers to finish with the custom
inspectors at Cuxhaven, and I was strolling up
and down the platform getting my first impres-
sions of Germany and incidentally admiring a
speaking likeness of the late Prince Bismarck,
who I suspected of being the conductor by the
important way he stood at attention, and the
jaunty way he wore his cap, not to forget his
cunning little red vanity bag he had strapped to
his belt about where his watch pocket should
haire been. He noticed my hypnotized gaze, and
up went his massive mustache in a smile as he
asked me in faultless English if I had had a
pleasant trip coming over, which I admitted, and
he told me that Ile rather liked the water himself,
as Ile had spent fifteen years on a lumber boat
sailing from Ludington, Michigan, to Mil-
waukee.
It is about a two-hour trip from Cuxhaven
to Hamburg, and I have seen but few handsomer
or more comfortable trains, nor did I see its
equal again while in Germany.
The European way of dividing the cars into
small compartments with an aisle along the side
is not so objectionable as I had previously de-
cided they would be, but they offer opportunity
for considerable amusements, for when you are
closed in these small rooms every one takes a
great deal of interest in his fellow passengers,
and it is the general rule for the first passenger
seated in the compartment to bluff others out of
coming in, and if there should be a party of three
n a compartment with seats for six, the poor
foreigner (like myself) who tries to take one
of the remaining seats will be made to under-
stand that he is intruding where no gentleman
would think of going, and it often required a
trained guard and a porter to reinforce my cour-
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age enough to _slip inside and take a seat near
the door.
Seats can not be reserved as they can be in
the parlor cars of our railroads: it is, first come,
first served, and, you need a good porter (Gepack
traeger) to insure getting a comfortable seat.
The Gepack traeger is the handy man of all
work around the Bahnhof or depot, and he is a
jewel. You do not have to talk to him, for he
knows better than you what is to be done. He
meets you at your carriage when you arrive with
three suit cases and two trunks, and he takes pos-
session of the luggage and you follow where he
leads. One of these husky Germans will carry
all five pieces distributed about his person. He
has a strap with which he fastens the suit cases
together and swings them over one of his shoul-
ders. One trunk he carries on his shoulder and
the other under his arm. If some one would
give him a football and start him toward a bag-
gage room, it would require two elevens to make
him even hesitate.
The trunks are deposited in the baggage
room, where they are weighed, and you pay the
carrying charges with a small allowance because
you have a ticket. The hand luggage is then
taken up by the young Hercules and you go for
the train, and he does not leave you until you
are seated and he has his half mark, or a mark,
if you have been lucky enough to get away from
your hotel with that much small change. The
Gepack traeger is one 'individual you do not
grudge a tip to.
As your train draws into the station you open
the window, if you are lucky in having the seat
at that side of the compartment and call at the
top of your voice, it doesn't matter what you
say, they know what you want; it was there I
made the first practical use of my college yell.
It never failed to attract attention, and I always
got a porter, to whom I passed my suit cases
through the window.
While riding from Hamburg to Berlin I saw
a construction train at work putting in the fill for
a new siding, and was surprised to note that the
sand which was being used was being handled
by 'women laborers.
The freight cars are about the size of three
horse trucks, and a 'box car looks like a moving
van, only lighter. On the route from Berlin to
Dresden I saw a single horse being used regu-
larly in the yards as a switching engine.
I never quite became accustonied to seeing
the light rolling stock, and I am sure that I'never
could become reconciled to riding in it, as most
of the passenger coaches are no heavier than an
ordinary interurban car, only, instead of having
double truck under each end, they have a single
pair of wheels at each end, and, if the car is very
long, a similar pair in the center, which gives the
car a motion strictly German, and, while not so
pleasant, yet about as exhilarating as a roller
coaster, and producing an internal feeling similar
to what one might expect from a rapidly-driven
egg beater in the region of the solar plexus.
The passenger service makes very good time.
I would have been better satisfied if they had
been willing to go slower. It was my misfortune
to be on an express train going from Frankfurt
am Main to Bremen, which was late, and of all
the wild, hair-raising rides, I hope I never have
to duplicate that one. The only thing I ever ex-
perienced which approached it for real excite-
ment was a ride on a runaway train of coal cars
in Dave Ingle's coal mine, when we were able
to save the life of the little donkey which was
hitched just ahead of the first car only by a very
liberal application of barrel stave, which kept
him about one jump in the lead.
These two experiences have convinced me
that it is much harder to wreck a train than is
ordinarily supposed.
I had an experience on the platform of the
railway station at Coblenz which will surprise
Professor Wickersham if he has not entirely
forgotten the trouble and pain I gave him in my
German recitations.
While waiting for my train I was approached
by an elderly German, who asked me where he
would find the train for Ems. As I did not
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know, and seriously doubted my ability to find
out, I thought it best to say I did not understand.
He mistook my meaning, and repeated the ques-
tion for me with much patience, whereupon I
assured him in my politest German that I did
not understand his language. He looked in-
credulous, and remarked that I spoke it too well
not to understand it, and on the side intimated
that I was a snob.
The railways in Germany are owned by the
State; consequently the employes are in the serv-
ice of the Government, and it was my experience
that they were uniformly courteous and obliging.
I believe they are pensioned after they reach a
certain age, similar to the army; consequently
their chief aim is to hold their job with as little
friction as possible.
The difference between first and second class
is principally a matter of price and the color of
upholstering. The compartments of both classes
are usually in the same car, only one is occupied
and the other is not.
It was explained to me that only titled per-
sons and the vulgar American millionaires ever
rode first class. Being satisfied that I would not
pass as the first mentioned, I usually traveled
second class. The name alone would kill it in
this country, but you do not mind it in Germany.
Beside, if the second-class compartments are
filled, your porter will place your luggage in the
first-class compartment to get rid of you, and all
you need to do is to be blissfully ignorant of the
whole German language, and the obliging guard
will not disturb you; at least, he did not disturb
me on a trip where the difference in fare was
more than $8.00, and I enjoyed the whole section
to myself, although the sections where I should
have been were uncomfortably crowded. Can
you imagine the American Pullman conductor
letting you help yourself to the prize drawing
room without somebody paying for it? He
would have made you get off and walk first.
Although you can not reserve seats in ad-
vance, the guard, on lifting your transportation,
gives you a seat check for the seat you are occu-
pying, for which there is no charge on the Ger-
man State railways. This small seat ticket is a
license to lick any one you may find occupying
the particular seat before you have reached the
end of your trip. This enables you to make ex-
cursions up and down the aisles and enjoy the
inmates of the other 'compartments, who are all
seemingly making their first trip and are very
restless, and each time the train stops up goes
every window and out pops a very fine array of
the real home-grown German face.
On the platform of each station is a bar on
wheels supplied mostly with beer, as the native
must not be separated from his lager very long.
All kinds of sausages are supplied at a small cost,
and with a small effort and a few pfennig you
can have a real Dutch picnic en route, and most
of them do.
I was never able to satisfy myself as to just
when and where I could smoke, but the best in-
formation I could get was that where the word
"Rancher" appeared I could light anything from
a pipe to a Pittsburgh stogie and blow the smoke
any direction I pleased without apologizing to
the ladies; but, when it was "Nicht Raucher," I
became confused; but I believe that it is then
necessary to put it to a vote of those present,
and a three-quarter majority will enable you to
light a real Havana or a cigarette, but unanimous
consent must be had before lighting a pipe or
stogie, excepting where the party who wishes to
smoke is a lady, and then she can do as she
pleases, and if you do not like it you can get a
transfer to the next ward. Of course, all these
rules are confusing, and the first time I was con-
fronted by the sign "Nicht Raucher," I asked
the guard where I could smoke, and without
replying he lit a match and passed it to me, which
I accepted as an invitation to remain right where
I was. If it had any other meaning, I never
learned it.
The diners were satisfactory. They have to
be, or the Kaiser would not be re-elected. It
may be that only the French know the art of
cooking, but the Germans understand the art of
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eating in a way that is simply marvelous. It did
not seem possible that we Americans could have
so completely failed to comprehend the possibili-
ties of eating, the real science of feeding. We
do not grasp even the rudiments of the art as
understood there, and no description of mine can
do justice to those magnificent appetites.
You can feel perfectly safe in ordering any-
thing on the bill of fare, as it will be found very
good when served. I would, however, make one
exception to this rule: it is best to use judgment
when it comes to cheese. There are fifty-seven
varieties, of which about forty-nine are not in-
tended for American consumption, which is the
charitable way of putting it. It was my misfor-
tune to get one of the forty-nine on the Ostend
express. It was heavily veiled with tinfoil, and
I did not recognize it until I lifted the lid. After
this experience I omitted cheese, not caring to
take the risk, as the odds — 49-8 — against me
were too heavy.
Any one looking for an ideal vacation will
find traveling through Germany not without its
attractions.
ALUMNI NOTES.
It is with some regret that we print only a
few Alumni notes this month, and while we feel
that some apology is due those loyal spirits who
take enough interest to keep us posted regarding
themselves, and in turn refer to our columns for
news of old classmates, still we can not but re-
member that those who are interested in the
Alumni Department are the very ones actually
responsible for its efficiency. A systematic plan
for securing these notes is followed, and attempt
is made to place in the hands of every alumnus
at least one TECHNIC addressed post card per
year, so that it will require a minimum amount
of energy for him to give his address and occu-
pation. We try not to slight any one, and we
believe we fully appreciate any time the alumnus
cares to spend in writing to us. At present a
large number of addressed cards are tucked
away somewhere in the desks and unanswered
mail files of Rose graduates. Of the cards which
we sent out this year only about 10 per cent.
have come in. We believe this is due merely to
neglect, and we are positive that if some incident
would only jog the memory of many of these
older fellows so that they would just get in line,
they would soon realize how much they had been
losing and would be our strongest support. For
example, no man of Rose could read the class
letter of '98 — copy of which recently came to
the Alumni Editor through the courtesy of
"Monty" — without feeling the true spirit of
fellowship that animated so many of its chapters.
The letter contained some twenty-five closely
typewritten sheets and was of great interest to
the Alumni Editor, although he knew very few
of the men of that class. How much more inter-
esting must that letter have been to those who
once knew intimately the many personalities that
evinced themselves between its lines! Surely it
is pleasant indeed to renew old friendships, or
to review the changes that have followed gradua-
tion, and we would be only too glad to make our
Alumni Department a medium through which
those who have preceded us could most easily
get in genial touch with the other fellows. We
have a good supply of self-addressed cards, and
will be glad to send any one as many as he can
place in the hands of those who do not get THE
TECHNIC. To repeat, it is not willful indiffer-
ence on the part of the alumni, but just a matter
of lesser importance in these days of haste. We
believe it would often pay very busy men to take
time to renew old acquaintances, and we shall
feel glad indeed if this brief note will induce
those who can be of service to take an active
interest in making the remaining three issues of
the year of especial interest to the alumni.
* * *
W. A. Peddle, '03, formerly assistant signal
engineer with New York Central & Hudson
River R. R., with headquarters at New York
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City, is now with the Hall Signal Company, Gar-
wood, New Jersey.
* * *
Stafford Hathaway, 'o8, is now in the employ
of the Government in land survey • work. The
company was outfitted and started from Ros-
well, New Mexico.
* * *
Cleo B. Cook, '05, sales engineer for the
Allis-Chalmers-Bullock Company at Toledo,
Ohio, was married to Miss Frances Smith Feb-
ruary 3d.
L. N. Sullivan, '86, has recently been ap-
pointed U. S. Consulate at La Paz, Mex.
* * *
H. E. Wilkins, 'o6, formerly with the General
Electric Company at Schenectady, N. Y., is now
located at Coroyal, Canal Zone, Panama, where
he is employed on the Miraflores power plant.
* * *
V. J. Gillett, '91, is now with the Sibley-
Quarry Company, Detroit, Mich., and is engaged
in developing a new electric automobile for the
company.
THE 1911 MEMORIAL TABLET.
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THE FLOATER
BY J. M. BEAUCHAMP, '13.
"Work is man's most enjoyable pastime,"
says the Floater. "Holidays were invented by
some fellow with a strong mind and a weak
back, and no work ever gets monotonous unless
it keeps one too long in the same location."
These sentiments embody the creed and the be-
liefs of a peculiar class of nondescript men who
live the life of the free and probably see more of
the country than any other men of definite occu-
pation.
A floater is known to men of the electrical
world as a lineman who is usually very capable in
a practical way, but knows nothing of the theo-
retical side of his trade, and can be depended
upon for steady work only so long as the " wan-
derlust " does not sound its irresistible whisper in
his ear. It might seem that men of this type
would be of a comparatively low standard, both
as regards intellect and morals, but this is not the
case, and, though the uncouth element creeps in
occasionally, as a class their natures are remak-
ably manly and generous hearted. A sort of Free
Masonry binds them by unwritten law in the
readiness to help a fellow worker whenever he is
-
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found in need, and from Maine to Texas the
true floater has characteristics that will be recog-
nized very quickly by a brother "free lance."
One of the beauties of the life is the carefree
spirit that always lightens the trials of the floater.
He travels on every railroad in the Union, and,
if circumstances deprive him of his Pullman (be
it side door or open top), you will find him
cheerfully counting the ties to pastures new,
where he will honestly serve some new master
awhile with the general optimism and charac-
teristic interest in his work that makes his em-
ployer sorry to lose him when he passes on.
The floater is never desirous of getting into
the why and wherefore of his work; little cares
he for anything but that phase that relates to the
practical work in the field. However, by close
observation and shrewd conjectures, he often
discovers causes of wire "trouble" and defects
which his superiors attack by scientific methods
far beyond the range of his comprehension. It
may be that, from long and close association
with that mysterious something called electricity,
which our greatest scientists have as yet been
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unable to define, he has absorbed some of its
strange and potent qualities. To him it is simply
the "juice" which puts the life into the wire,
and as such he studies it somewhat as the
heathen Hindoo studies the fire he worships,
without ever a thought to its real nature, but
with a very alert and appreciative attitude to-
ward its practical effects. Naturally this mental
condition in a man without the advantages of
higher education often leads to queer ideas and
strange, interesting views. For this reason one
is likely to listen carefully if he be lucky as to
find the floater in one of his infrequent talkative
moods, and, although some of his opinions are
puerile and simple, he will be sure to know some
things about line work that your electrical engi-
neer would do well to note.
A typical floater, known as "The Wandering
Jew," who has probably been at some time on
the payroll of practically every electrical com-
pany in Indiana, is one of the most interesting
characters among the men of his calling. He
knows a little about everything, though not a
great deal about any one thing outside of his
own work. For instance, he once "put up" at
a backwoods cabin where the hostess had a few
summer squash 'fresh from her garden, the first
she had ever cooked. Our Wandering Jew was
asked if he knew the best manner of preparation,
and promptly replied in the affirmative. Not at
all stingy with his advice, he had her cut the
squash into very small square pieces of exactly
the same size and then boil them in the approved
style. He maintains to this day that the success
of the dish was due to his knowledge of a proper
preparation. The same Wandering Jew was
once visited by one "Stormy," a brother floater.
"Stormy" was poorly dressed for cold weather
and without work, but our Wandering Jew ex-
tended the right hand of fellowship and secured
for him a position on the same crew with him-
self, and at once presented him with a first-class
-outfit he had calmly appropriated from the
chief's office. The next morning the new recruit
appeared on the job bright and early, attired in
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the chief's own sweater and overshoes. But the
chief was wise as to the ways and means of these
men, and he treated the matter as a practical
joke on himself, and in so doing lost not a whit
of the value of the outfit.
These incidents, trivial though they may
seem, show the animus of the floater's life, and
stand for a peculiar phase of character that could
not but strongly impress one if he were thrown
into contact with these men. They resemble,
perhaps, more than any other men, the Western
prospector of former days, who had a nature
entirely peculiar to himself, loved to wander at
the pleasure of his own free will and was withal
the most independent mortal on earth. The
floater, like the old prospector, seldom has capi-
tal or care, and as often as not his motto will
be, "Trouble never troubles me."
VELOCITY OF TRAINS BY SOUND.
Here's a way to determine the velocity of
your train without any mechanical device or
mental arithmetic. Milestones and numbered
telegraph poles are well enough if you are travel-
ing by day and care to take the time of a mile's
run and then work out your speed in miles per
hour but a better way is to make use of the
clicks that mark rail joints, then you can deter-
mine the speed on any road day or night. A
little attention enables one to catch the regular
click of one side of the car truck as it crosses
rail joints, and, having once caught the time of
this regularly recurring sound, you can carry it
certainly through changes of speed without con-
fusing it with that from the other rail.
One hundred and seventy-six of these clicks,
being separated by 3o-foot rails, mark off a dis-
tance of one mile; but often your speed changes
within the mile, and it might not be convenient
to watch the time so long and then calculate your
result. The following demonstration shows that
the number of rail lengths traversed in 20.5 sec-
onds is the speed in miles per hour. No mental
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calculation is necessary. Simply accustom your
ear to the sound of the wheels. A seat near the
end of the car is best. Then count the clicks as
:your eyes follow the second hand of your watch
for 20.5 seconds; the number to which you have
counted in that time is your speed already re-
duced to miles per hour.
PROBLEM.—To find a given number of sec-
onds, z, in which the number of 30-foot rail
lengths traversed shall equal the speed in smiles
per hour:
@ rate of 60 miles per hr. we traverse 176 rails per min.
@ rate of x miles per hr. we traverse y rails per min.
Now y = 176 or y 176 x 2.936o 60
That is, the number of rails per minute equals 2.93
times the speed in miles per hour.
Then we have
number of miles per hr. __
number of rails per min. number of secs. in one min.
Or  Y — 6o For which we may substitute 2'93 
Solving this equation for z, we have
6o
Z — 20.5 secs.2.93
A few roads are now using 33-foot rail
lengths. If you meet with this length of rail you
can readily change the above to fit. Z then
works out equal to 22.5 seconds. C. B. A.
N. A. 13.
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HOUSE-WARMING AT THE HEMIN-
WAY HOMESTEAD.
On Friday night, February 25th, under the
auspices of the Rose Y. M. C. A., the Heminway
house was thrown open for the first time to the
students of Rose. The early part of the evening
was spent in wandering about from one room to
another of the spacious old homestead. Later
on, the students gathered aroun-1 the open fire-
place, in which a blaiing hickory fire seemed to
radiate sociability and comfort, and there passed
the remainder of the evening in reading, playing
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games and listening to the many selections of the
Rose Orchestra. Light refreshments were
served.
The double parlors have been fitted up for
the students with magazines and games. A
piano has been placed in the rooms and supplied
with some of the latest popular music. Other
features will be added from time to time.
The library, which opens off the hall to the
left, has been reserved and will be used by Dr.
Mees as a downtown office. The former dining
room is to be equipped soon for use as a com-
mittee room. Mr. Rose's bed room and study,
which are to the east of the double parlors, have
been kept just as they were (luring his lifetime.
In the study are many old books dating as far
back as 1802 and 1803.
For the present the orchestra holds its prac-
tices at the home on Tuesday evenings, and the
Y. M. C. A. has its meetings on Friday evening.
It is urged that the other Rose organizations
make arrangements to meet here. Dr. Mees has
tentative plans for the organization of one or
two new societies along the lines of technical
work done at the Institute, and these will, if
realized, hold regular meetings at the home.
The house will be opened just as often as cir-
cumstances will justify, and it is hoped that in
the future arrangements may be made by which
the house can be kept open every (lay.
The Class of 1913 has elected Loehninger
and Madison to the offices of Class President and
Vice-President, respectively. The vacancies
were due to the fact that Roll and Shearer, the
former incumbents of these offices, are not in
school this term.
William Milne, who left the Institute in Jan-
uary, has bought an interest in the firm of Little-
john, Odgers & Milne, granite workers, of Barre,
Vermont.
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Again we have finished a most successful sea-
son of basketball, both financially and athlet-
ically. While here and there we hear some criti-
cism on the way the team has played on certain
occasions, the general consensus of opinion is,
that the team has done remarkably well through-
out the whole season. If these dissatisfied indi-
viduals would stop and think how much work
and forethought it takes to develop a team; to
play out a season's schedule; of the labor and
planning necessary to make the season a financial
success; of the sacrifice each player must make
in order to be in condition for each contest, they
perhaps would not be so willing to let out such
beastly howls every time the team lets the other
fellows put one over on them. Then, again, it
must not be forgotten that the manager endures
more, perhaps, than either player, captain or
coach. He is given a certain sum of money to
run the season on; with that money he must so
arrange his expenses that his plans will meet the
approval of: first, the audience; second, the
players and coaches; last, but not least, he must
show the Athletic Association that he has ex-
pended every cent of his appropriation in a just
and legitimate manner. Therefore, I think we
owe Manager Stokes, Coach Clark and the faith-
ful players a hearty vote of thanks for the fine
season that their untiring efforts have made pos-
sible.
Manager Stokes has done more toward ele-
vating the game of basketball in Terre Haute
than any other recent manager. He has been
alert to see a future possibility of bringing the
game before the general public in a more forcible
manner, and has been equally alert to take advan-
tage of the same. It goes without saying that
his season has been a success in every possible
way.
To Captain Webster and Coach Clark must
be given a good round of applause for the faith-
ful way they have handled the team. That spirit
of "we will get even with the next fellow no
matter how big he is" has done much to keep
the team from any protracted slumping. The
fact that no team in Indiana has defeated Rose
twice in succession speaks well for its fighting
spirit.
The present month in basketball has been
marked with some brilliant victories and with
some unexpected defeats. But, on the whole,
the team has lived up to the most sanguine hopes
and expectations of its admirers. The defeat of
Wabash was a surprise even though it was by
the small score of 24 to 23. Then came the
crushing defeat for the Colonels from "Old
Kaintuck," 52 to ii. But Purdue's giant team
was too much for Rose, and her speed and team
work were inferior to strength and height. In-
diana Normal made a noise like a wonderful
development since Rose last met her early in the
season; but not even the noise could be found
when Rose got through with her with the final
score of 47 to II. Lots of room for develop-
ment ,yet, Normal, old hoss. Then came the un-
expected when Earlham came over and handed
our noble warriors one right on the solar plexus
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- a good sousing defeat of 27 to 22. But they
never can do it again, for there lives no team
who can defeat Rose twice in succession in bas-
ketball. The DePauw game was called off on
account of some very questionable treatment of
our rooters. The facts of the case are not known
to the writer at present; therefore, it would not
be wise to make any comment. However, Coach
Clark has made a lengthy report to Dr. White
on the matter. Since the game has been declared
off we feel that a great difficulty has been
avoided. Our next surprise — a pleasing one
this time — was our defeat of Indiana U. 24
to 21. Of course, Hipkin's absence was the
cause, to let Indiana tell it, but we are inclined
to think our speed and team work, also our ability
to rough it, were more responsible than a single
player's absence. The game with Earlham was
fast and furious, and only a little hard luck pre-
vented them from achieving a brilliant victory.
Team and individual records of the present
basketball season will be found in another column
of this issue. It is to be hoped this method of
presenting a short and concise review will meet
the approval of the Alumni, for whom it is es-
pecially prepared.
Now that we have so successfully disposed of
football and basketball, let us turn our attention,
energies, and enthusiasm to baseball and track
athletics. Here Rose's supporters must not ex-
pect too much, for both the baseball team and
track team are in process of development, and
what the outcome will be can best be told next
June. Already the baseball team is confronted
with the possibility of losing its captain, Seth T.
Hadley, on account of ill health. Had. sent in
his resignation, but the Athletic Association has
so far refused to consider it. It prefers to wait
until the season opens, hoping the balmy spring
days will bring Had. out all 0. K.
Already Coach Clark has had his track team
out limbering up their rusty joints, while Chalk
Waldron supplies the necessary rubbing dope to
prevent colds and stiffness: Let every man who
can play baseball or take part in track event
show up in the Gym and let the coach look him
over. We need you, fellows, every one of you,
so come out early and get a try-out.
Speaking of a recent unpleasant affair recalls
to mind some very discourteous treatment re-
ceived by visiting teams when playing at certain
colleges in Indiana. This treatment seems to
have been received by the baseball teams more
often than any others. It seems to be the custom
of certain colleges to permit the rough and un-
couth element of the town to come into their
parks and do the dirty end of the rooting. In
such, places the bleachers are populated with
these people, and are allowed to call the visiting
players vile names and to throw stones and
brickbats at the visiting team whenever they
happen to be beating the home team. An appeal
to the home team for better treatment is gen-
erally answered by a sarcastic reply or silence.
Rose's baseball team has often been subjected
to such treatment, and had just as often appealed
for better treatment, but has gotten nothing but
a sarcastic reply. It must be remembered that
the management of Rose's various outdoor teams
spends considerable money every year to afford
protection for the visiting teams, also to keep
out the undesirable element. Therefore, no col-
lege can say they have ever gotten a raw deal
from the management of any Rose team because
they have failed to provide ample police pro-
tection.
Another thing which is done by students at
nearly every college is to crowd down on the
playing field whenever the score becomes close.
They seem to think this will help their team win:
but such is not the case. If the students would
only stop and think that their teams will receive
the same kind of treatment when they are on
the road, perhaps the students would not be so
eager to crowd down on the playing field and
make it unpleasant for the visiting team.
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At a recent general assembly Professor
White addressed the student body on the proba-
bility and advisability of playing Indiana Nor-
mal in baseball. Doctor White said the Faculty
Athletic Committee had taken up the matter for
consideration and had decided to leave it to the
student body to decide whether they could guar-
antee proper conduct in case the games were
played. He said Rose was getting the reputation
of being a bunch of sore-head losers, and could
not take a defeat like gentlemen should. The
Doctor deplored this reputation very much, and
said he thought Rose had as many gentlemanly
sporting men as any college in Indiana, and that
he would continue to so believe until convinced
otherwise. Then, on a motion by Doctor White
that these games be scheduled and played, a
standing vote was taken, to which nearly every
man in Rose responded affirmatively. Thus the
entire student body guarantee that there will not
be any disgraceful conduct at the Normal games
this year.
BASKETBALL.
Wabash, 24; Rose, 23.
For the first time in many years Rose de-
feated her old rival, the Little Giants of Wa-
bash. But it was no accident — far from it.
Rose simply played Wabash off her feet in the
last half. With the score 12 to ii in favor of
Wabash at the beginning of the second half,
Rose commenced with a rush that nearly took
Wabash off her feet, and before they realized
what had happened Rose had a five-point lead.
Then Wabash came back and secured a seven-
point lead. Rose, still determined to have things
her way, got her second wind and again swept
Wabash before her, until the final score showed
her just one point ahead. Captain Webster
made the last two points by a pretty toss from
the floor just a few seconds before the final gun
was fired.
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The score:
Wabash. Position. Rose Poly.
O'Neill F Webster (Capt.)
Leffel F  Wente
Ebert C  Hoffner
Stump (Capt.)  G  Rohm
Yount G  Standau
SUMMARY.
Field goals—O'Neill, 2 ; Leffel, 3; Ebert, 2; Yount,
2 ; Webster, 4; Hoffner, 3; Rohm, 2; Standau. Foul
goals—Hoffner, 4; Ebert, 2; O'Neill, 3. Referee—
Brown, of DePauw. Timer—Hathaway. Time of
halves—Twenty minutes.
Kentucky State, II; Rose, 52.
Just a case of being outclassed, is the best
way to describe this contest. Rose played all
around her opponents, as the score shows.
Standau played the best defensive game, and
took good care of his man throughout.
Score:
Kentucky State. Position. Rose Poly.
Threlkeld F Webster (Capt.)
Plummer (Capt.).  Wente
Hart C Hoffner, Gray
Crosthwaite C.  Rohm
Shawhan, Geiser C  Standau
M MARY.
Field goals—Webster, 7; Wente, 6; Hoffner, 4;
Rohm, 6; Standau, Gray, Threlkeld, 2 ; Hart, 2. Foul
goals—Hoffner, 2 out of 5; Plummer, 3 out of 7. Ref-
eree—Diddle. Timer—Hathaway. Time of halves—.
Twenty minutes.
Purdue, 5o ; Rose, 9.
Here Rose's speed and team work was shown
to be inferior to height and strength. Every
man on Rose played his best, but was outclassed
by his taller opponent.
Score:
Purdue. Position. Rose Poly.
Creed F Webster (Capt.)
..1cVatigh F Wente, Nicholson
Charters (Capt.) C  Hoffner
Miller  G  Rohm
Stockton G  Standau
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SUMMARY.
Field goals—Charters, to; McVaugh, 5; Creed, 5;
Miller, 3; Webster, 2 ; Wente. Foul goals—Charters, 3;
McVaugh, 2; Hoffner, 3. Fouls—Webster, 5; Wente,
Standau, Rohm, 3; Creed, 3; Charters, 2 ; Miller, 2;
Stockton, 3. Referee—Geudel. Timers—Stokes, Wake-
field. Scorers—Clark, Hays. Time of halves—Twenty
minutes.
Normal, 17 ; Rose, 47.
Some writers say Rose failed to show any
team work in this game. Well, perhaps they
did not, and if they did not, it was simply be-
cause team work was not necessary to win.
Most of the time it appeared like Normal was
playing Webster instead of Rose Poly, for she
used her whole team to guard our captain.
Score:
Normal.
Unverferth 
Brown 
Nugent (Capt.') 
Montgomery, Christy G
Laughlin 
Position. Rose Poly.
 Webster (Capt.)
 
Wente
 
Hoffner
 
 Nicholson
 
 
Standau
SUMMARY.
Field goals—Webster. 6; Wente, 5; Hoffner, 3;
Nicholson, 6; Staudau, Unverferth, 3; Montgomery, Nu-
gent, Brown, 2. Foul goals—Hoffner, 5; Unverferth, 3.
Referee—Geudel. Time of halves—Twenty minutes.
Earlham, 27; Rose, 22.
We must admit we were not in good form
for this game; consequently were outclassed.
Our team work was not up to the standard.
However, one man's showing was noticed above
all others on both teams. That was Hoffner,
who threw ten foul goals and two field goals.
Score:
Earl ham. Position. Rose Poly.
Rees 
 Webster (Capt.)
Reagan  F 
 
Wente
Mote (Capt.) C 
 
Hoffner
Frazier, Furnace 
 
 
Standau
Haworth G Nicholson, Rohm, Offutt
SUMMARY.
Field goals—Rees, 9; Reagan, 2 ; Frazier, Webster,
Wente, 2; Hoffner, 2 ; Nicholson. Foul goals—Reese, 2;
Reagan, Hoffner, to. Referee—Geudel. Timer—Hath-
away. Time of halves—Twenty minutes.
Indiana, 21 ; Rose, 24.
Coach Clark's pets rather surprised the root-
ers by winning a fast game from Indiana Uni-
versity. The Hoosiers were played off their feet
by our noble warriors in the second. The sec-
ond half ended 17 to 14 in favor of Indiana, but
this little lead did not worry our team, and they
came back with so much steam that Indiana was
walloped before she knew it.
The score:
Indiana. Position. Rose Poly.
Barnhardt (Capt.)  
 Webster (Capt.)
Whitney, Stotter F 
 
Wente
MangelHoffner
Davis G 
 
Rohm
Graves G 
 
Standau
SUMMARY.
Field goals—Webster, 3; Wente, Hoffner, 3; Rohm,
2 ; Graves, Davis, Mangel, 4; Barnhardt, 2. Foul goals—
Hoffner, 6 out of 12; Barnhardt, 5 out of 7. Referee—
Diddle. Timer—Hathaway. Time of halves—Twenty
minutes.
Earlham, 28; Rose, 27.
After leading all the way through game,
Rose slipped a few cogs and allowed Earlham
to win out in the last ten seconds of play.
Mote's fine throw from the side line won out for
Earlham.
Earlhans. Position. Rose Poly.
Rees 
 
 Webster (Capt.)
Reagan 
 
F 
 
Wente, Gray
Mote (Capt.) C 
 
Hoffner
Frazier, Tebbetts C 
 
Rohm
Pumas 
 
C 
 Standau
SUM MARY.
Field goals—Mote, 5; Frazier, 4; Reagan, 3; Rees,
Rohm, 3; Webster, 3; Wente, 2; Hoffner, Gray. Foul
goals—Hoffner, 7; Rees, 2. Fouls—Webster, 2 ; Wente,
4; Rohm, 6; Gray, Rees, Reagan, Mote, Frazier, 5; Fur-
nas, 5. Referee—Cook, of Indiana. Timer—Stokes.
Scorer—Clark. Time of halves—Twenty minutes.
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The following are records of the present
basketball season:
Indiana Normal ii Rose 55
Indiana Normal ti Rose 47
DePauw 17 Rose 46
DePauw Rose (Canceled) 
Indiana University 36 Rose 21
Indiana University 21 Rose 24
Wabash 32 Rose 9
Wabash 21 Rose 24
Michigan Aggies . . .... .2j Rose 31
Notre Dame 33 Rose 15
Kentucky State Ii Rose 52
Purdue 50 Rose 9
Earlham 
 27 Rose 22
Earlham   28 Rose 27
Field
Goals.
Foul
Goals.
Webster 60
Hoffner 38 77
Wente  38
Standau 8
Rohm 25
Hadley 10
Gray 3
Offutt 2 0
Crowe 
Bringman 
Nicholson 9
Barret 
Points scored by opponents 333
Points scored by Rose  463
Won. Lost.
Rose  
 7 6
BASEBALL.
Coach Clark has had his baseball pets out
nearly every day since the first of March. The
Freshmen, Bringman, Novotney and Floyd, look
the most promising. Bringman has not been out
enough to get a good line on him; but Floyd
looks very good for an infield position, although
he must work hard to secure a look-in with the
older men. Slocomb also is trying for the in-
field, and seems to possess some ability in this
position. Of the outfielders, Buckner and
Wyeth have certainly got their positions pretty
well sewed up, providing they continue coming
out for practice. Buckner, it will be remem-
bered, batted .500 last year, and is considered a
slugger from Sluggersville. Wyeth is one of
the best base runners on the team. Nicholson,
EX-CAPTAIN HADLEY OF THE BASEBALL TEAM.
His ill health causes us a serious loss this season.
Stump and Webster are the other candidates
for the outfield. In this new candidate for first
base, Novotney, we have a man who looks very
promising just now. We hope he continues to
report for practice. The "Duke" at first looks
as natural as ever, and has a good chance for
that corner this year.
Barret and Bradford have been reporting
every evening for practice, and are rounding
into shape nicely. In Bradford, Buckner and
Wyeth, Rose has three mighty good hitters and
base runners.
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Shook is working hard to get into condition
to do the pitching, and, unless he develops a bad
arm, he looks fine for Rose's star slab artist.
John Lawler is eligible to play this year. Thus
we are surc of a good receiver.
On the whole, it appears now that Rose has
nothing to fear in the baseball line this year.
The following is the completed baseball
schedule for the season of 1910:
April
April
April
April
April
April
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
9—Rose at E.1 . S. N. S.
15—Rose at Purdue.
20—Bradley ,Poly ,at Rose.
23—Rose at DePauw.
27—Rose at Indiana.
30—Wabash at ,Rose.
3—Indiana at Rose.
7—I. S. N. S. at Rose.1
Io—Rose at Wabash.
13—Rose at Culver.
14—Rose at Notre Dame.
2o—E. I. S. N. S. at Rose.
2I—I. C. A. L. FIELD DAY at Rose.
27—Moores Hill College at Rose.
30—DePauw at Rose.
TRACK.
Track athletics are progressing nicely. Quite
a few new men have shown up, and all are work-
ing hard for a position on the team.
Manager Madison is leaving no stone un-
turned to make the I. C. A. L. field meet here,
May 23d, the grandest success of the year.
RECRUITING FROM HIGH SCHOOLS.
It has often been asked whether it would not
be well for Rose to pay more attention to the
high-school athletes than she is doing at present.
DePauw University, as well as Wabash College,
secure many good men by simply watching them
while they are in high school. Wabash recruits
many of her men from the Crawfordsville High
School, and some from the Brazil High School.
DePauw does the same with many high schools
over the State. But Rose so far has made no
actual effort to get good men who can be relied
upon to uphold the standard of our athletics, and
at the same time make excellent students for the
institution.
There has been many ways suggested to
attract high-school men, one of which is to give
a number of indoor events and invite the high
schools to participate; at the same time show
them that we are particularly interested in them
and would like them to come over and take up
the studies of an engineer. This can be done at
very little cost to the Athletic Association. An-
other way is to instruct the coach to use his influ-
ence with the athletes of the different high schools
and persuade them to come to Rose. This latter
method would probably be.the best just now, as
Coach Clark is very well known all over the
State, and commands the respect of all the high-
school athletes. However, we think this looking
out for high-school athletes is something that
ought to be given some thought and considera-
tion in the near future, both by the Athletic
Association and the managers of the various
teams.
The following letter was received just too
late to go in the February issue, as was intended,
in reply to Mr. Mooney's article in the January
number. We regret the delay in publication, but
are glad that the Faculty take as much interest
as is here shown, and that we can present their
side of the matter.—ED.
EDITOR ROSE TECHNIC:
Sir: Kindly allow me a little space in which
to make reply to the signed article by your Ath-
letic Editor, Mr. F. P. Mooney, in the January
number of THE TECHNIC, in which he discusses
the shortcomings of the Rose Faculty regarding
athletics.
I should not feel called upon, Mr. Editor, to
make any comment whatever upon the article in
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question, deeming a single reading sufficient to
convince any fair-minded person as to the ani-
mus with which it was written, were it not that
some of your readers may not be quite familiar
with athletic affairs at Rose, and may, conse-
quently, be misled as to the true attitude of the
Faculty toward athletics.
Mr. Mooney's "deep thinking" has appa-
rently led him to some remarkable conclusions,
since it would appear that his chief cause of
'grievance against the Faculty's Committee on
Athletics is that they try to really live up to the
rules of the Indiana College Athletic League,
which rules, as he rightly says, our representa-
tives were in large measure responsible for, and
which we have agreed to for our guidance. Mr.
Mooney would also appear to find fault with us
because we do not undertake to manage the
affairs of our sister institutions, an interference
which would hardly be tolerated in any business
enterprise.
Now let us see, Mr. Editor, just what Mr.
Mooney's complaint consists of. He mentions a
case where the Faculty disbanded a team for vio-
lation of the rules. That instance is probably
fresh in the minds of every one, and will be re-
membered as due to the willful playing of a pro-
fessional on one of our teams in a game away
from home. It was a flagrant case, with intent
to deceive the Faculty, and in utter disregard of
the rules. What was our obvious duty in the
premises?
He also mentions a case where it was obvious
that the faculty of another school did not keep
faith, in that they aided and abetted the athletes
in getting around a rule by holding a "flunk
examination" in order that they might play in
a game. I do not see that the Rose Faculty is
responsible for this: nor do I see how they
could prevent it. So long as human nature re-
mains unchanged, just such things will happen.
We could protest, but to no avail, for the faculty
of each institution is supposed to make its own
regulations governing the holding of condition
examinations, and the athletic members do not
control this. The question is, whether the fac-
ulty at that institution would have done the same
thing for some student not a member of an ath-
letic team. The only way by which we could
remedy this situation would be by mutual agree-
ment between the several faculties, and then
trust to each keeping faith. The character of
work and the conditions vary so much in the
different institutions that it is doubtful if any
uniform method of procedure could ever be
agreed upon. At Rose, by action of the Faculty,
the condition examinations are held three times
a year. Does Mr. Mooney desire that we should
make a special rule for the athletes?
Another case mentioned in the article was
where a student who had played football at Rose
last year was this year a member of the football
team of a neighboring institution, and Mr.
Mooney implies that, since this is a direct viola-
tion of the rule which he quotes, we should have
taken steps to prevent it. Does Mr. Mooney
know for certain that this was not done? As a
matter of fact, this violation of the rule was
known, not only to the faculty of the institution
of which the man in question was a student and
player, but to my certain knoweldge was also
known to several of the schools against which
this football team played; yet, so far as I know,
no steps were taken to prevent his playing in
violation of the rule. Why, might it be that they
had not cast out the beam in their own eye?
But what was the Rose Faculty to do? We did
not play that team, and what would have been
the result of our protest? Who knows?
I fear. Mr. Editor, that, despite the fact that
Mr. Mooney has had considerable athletic expe-
rience, he, in common with many others, holds
entirely erroneous views regarding athletics,
views tinged by the element of personal interest.
Such persons feel that athletics should be para-
mount, and that education occupies a subordinate
place. We, the Faculty at Rose, feel that the
relative positions should be just the reverse.
Most parents, in selecting a school for their sons,
choose that one• which they believe will do the
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utmost for their future welfare. We try to meet
their expectations, hence do not devote our best
energies to the acquisition of prowess in ath-
letics, but try to cultivate the mind as the chief
object. We encourage athletics as a healthful
recreation, and we take pride in whatever vic-
tories our athletes may win, but we want them
to be first and foremost successful in the real
business of life, not make their avocation their
vocation. We think that, by compelling a man
to attend to his work and meeting our expecta-
tions in that regard, we do more for him than
by allowing him to neglect it for the sake of
athletic proficiency. Our athletic record during
the past few years would seem to indicate that
this policy does not seriously detract from ath-
letic prowess as well.
Regarding the matter of professionalism,
there can be no difference of opinion. There
can be no sort of objection to a man becoming a
professional athlete; he has just as much right to
earn his living by pitching baseball, for instance,
as he has by pitching hay; but there is this differ-
ence, that the man who earns his living by pitch-
ing hay does not then match his skill against an-
other man who has not had the same opportu-
nities to become equally skillful as a hay pitcher.
Just so with athletics; the real objection is, that
the professional goes out of his class when he
pits himself against the non-professional, to the
disadvantage of the latter. Further, when he
conceals his professionalism under an assumed
name, he is doing a dishonorable thing, and is
lowering his moral standard, as well as that of
his fellow students, who, knowing the cheat, aid
and abet him in practicing deceit. We can ac-
cord honor and praise to a man who successfully
carries on a reputable business, but we expect
him to be honorable in the conduct of it.
Just a word more, Mr. Editor, regarding the
cure for the evils mentioned. In my opinion,
the way to do it is to conduct our athletics just
as we would our business, have a certain stand-
ard and live up to it. If the rules, or any one
of them, prove not to be for the best interests of
athletics, commensurate with the higher inter-
ests of college life, there are ways of altering
them.
If faculties are human, and if some give way
to the demands of the athletes, irrespective of
whether these are right or wrong, we shall have
to endeavor to educate them into another way
of belief. But I think that student bodies need
education along these lines, too, and should be
made to understand that, after all, honesty in
athletics is the best all-round policy to follow.
(Signed) JOHN WHITE,
Chairman Faculty Athletic Association.
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Larsen—Don't you love those fellows who
always say the right thing at the right time?
Struck—I used to.
Larsen—Well, why don't you now?
Struck—Why, I haven't been drinking at all
this year.
* * *
Hathaway (in quaternions)—The orthog-
onal projection of a hyper circular ring on either
cycling plane is a circle about the center, whence
we see that the pnuero static hypothenuse in the
hypothetical case of basic relation to logarith-
metical progression is —
Soph (in horror)-0h, Hath! don't!
* * *
Junior (to Hath)—There are still ten min-
utes of the hour left. Show us how to find the
center of gravity of a sweet -potato.
* * *
Fresh (reading the announcement of a lec-
ture)—Hooray!
Mac—What will you get out of that lecture?
Fresh—Why, I'll get out of mechanics.
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Ker's Definition of a Couple as given in Ap-
plied Mechanics: "Two equal, parallel, op-
posing forces, bound to cause a revolution."
How about it, Johnson!
* * *
GRAMMATICAL?
A—How tense she is.
B—She's in that mood.
* * *
Wicky (in Freshman English)—If you fel-
lows don't cut out that fuss, I'll divide you up
into your old sections.
* *
"That pretty girl says she is just dying to
meet Piper."
"Does Piper borrow money from women,
too?"
* * *
Faurot—Do you keep the Sabbath, young
man?
Drug Clerk (absently)—I'm sorry, but we're
all out. I can order one for you, though.
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Nagel says that an infiniter number of curves
can be drawn through two points than three.
* * *
"Back" (to Struck, who sits beyond Spoon)
—Hey, you lop-ear, pass me my TECHNIC.
Struckie (passing TECHNIC to Spoon) —
Here's a TECHNIC going Back-ward.
Spoon—Yes, I guess you're right, not even a
Struckie column this month.
* * *
* * *
Jojo (in Light)—Speaking of different kinds
of waves, we might mention sound waves, heat
waves, etc. Can any one add to this list?
Shook—Marcelle, Professor!
* * *
Shook—She has a small waist, hasn't she?
Newhart—Too small. Why, the pleasure of
getting around it only lasts about a second.
* * *
First Normal Girl—I did a good thing last
night.
Second Normal Girl—What's his name?
First Girl—HP of Rose.
Bercaw—Heck; I can't take my girl to the
show to-night; the snow is too deep.
Baker—Why don't you get a baby buggy?
* * *
"Have you heard about Voelker?"
"No; what's the matter with him?"
"He has brain fever."
"I don't believe it."
"Why?"
"For the same reason that a rag doll can't
have appendicitis."
* * *
"What's love?"
"A fresh egg!"
"Marriage?"
"Hard-boiled egg!"
"Divorce?"
"Scrambled eggs!"
* * *
The Freshman Class will not be such a grind
since the Mill (Milne) is gone.
* * *
Mac (taking the enrollment in Trig)—Pretty
hard to classify some of you so-called Sopho-
mores.
* * *
O'Connell (in shop)—Wonder if Daddy is
going to make doughnuts off of this pattern?
* * *
Brewer (in shop making a table)—D—n this
joint.
Brennen (butting in)—Keep still, that goes
with married life.
* * *
Doc—Learn as if to live forever.
Small Voice—Live as if to die to-morrow.
* * *
"There is one thing which strikes me as
funny about this explorer business."
"What is that?"
"That there should be so much hot air about
the North Pole."
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Daddy—This old sofa hasn't changed much
since we have been courting on it for the last
thirty years.
Wife—Well, dear, in one way it is more
modern.
Daddy—Modern? How so?
Wife—Why, it is wireless.
* *
WHO WAS SHOT?
A duel was fought in Texas by Alexander
Shott and John S. Nott. Nott was shot and
Shott was not. In that case it was better to be
Shott than Nott.
There was a rumor that Nott was shot and
Shott avows that he shot Nott, which proves
either that the shot Shott shot at Nott was not
shot, or that Nott was Shott, notwithstanding.
Circumstantial evidence is not always good. It
was made to appear on trial that the shot Shott
shot, shot Nott, or, as accidents are frequent
with firearms, it might have been possible that
the shot Shott shot, shot Shott himself, when the
whole affair would resolve into the original ele-
ments, and Shott would be shot and Nott would
be not.
We think, however, that the shot Shott shot,
shot not Shott, but Nott. Anyway, it is hard to
tell who was shot. —Ex.
* * *
"Hath," observed the Freshman, "is like a
gas meter. I can read him, but I can't under-
stand him."
* * *
Walter—How would you like to have your
steak cooked, sir?
Customer—First rate! I never did like raw
meat.
Archie—Grandpa, will you make a noise like
a frog?
Grandpa—What for, my boy?
Archie—Why, pa says we'll get ten thousand
dollars when you croak.—Ex.
* * *
"What's the matter with Hath, the school
trustee?'
"Sh! He's very ill."
"Isn't it rather unexpected?"
"Very, smoked a cigar from the wrong box."
* * *
Hardesty—I bought these cuff buttons of a
cripple for two bits.
Bill—He sold them to a cripple.
* * *
* * *
Bovell—Don't you think Miss M— is a
beauty?
Bercaw—Yes ; but, to tell the truth, I don't
admire that fixed expression on her countenance.
Bovell—Oh, but that isn't natural. It takes
her nearly an hour to fix it.
* * *
On February 18, 1910, for the first time in
years, Mr. Clarence Nagel reported to class on
time. We learn, from a reliable source, that the
Nagels' clock was thirty-five minutes fast upon
that occasion, causing the unprecedented prompt-
ness.
* *
Hath (explaining a figure)—Well, UB—
Soph—Damned.
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Kuersteiner—How are you going to weigh
this coal?
Henry—With the boiler scale, of course.
* * *
Prof.: Mr. S—, why don't you get up in
front of the class when you want to act like a
fool?
S—: I'm afraid I'd beat you out of
your job.—Ex.
* * *
Bill Smith reports that Harry Uhl took his
semi-annual shave 1ast week.
* * *
Old Lady (in shoe store)—Have you felt
slippers?
Clerk—Yes, madam; many a time.—Ex.
Guest (at country hotel)—There are fleas in
this room.
Landlord—Fleas! I haven't a single flea in
my house.
Guest—I believe that — they're all married
and have large families.—Ex.
* * *
In ancient times Italian youths
On hillsides piped their lay;
But now they're doomed in city streets
To lay their pipe all day. —Ex.
* * *
Hath—Suppose we have a chain, hung at
both ends—
Schoonover (gazing at Hath's watch chain)
—And made of brass—
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Unaccounted-for Losses.
In a recent isbue of Power an editorial under
the above title appeared. We reprint the follow-
ing extract from it, believing that it opens a field
for thermal saving heretofore never considered,
or at least not in the average small plant.
Frequently there are losses connected with
the regular use of steam-plant apparatus that
are never shown directly by special tests made to
determine the operating economy, and these can
only be included with the other features, good
and bad, in the general result obtained in a reg-
ular operating test continuing over a consider-
able period of time. A good example of this
kind of loss which admits of being fairly well
estimated, is that due to heavy brick settings for
boilers. The average horizontal tubular boiler
of 20 horsepower capacity requires about 120,-
000 pounds of brick work to properly set it, and
the weight of water contained is about 20,200
pounds; the weight of the boiler proper is 23,000
pounds. Using the correct values for the specific
heats of the .three substances involved (brick,
steel and water), and assuming an average rise
in temperature above the surrounding atmos-
phere of 400 degrees Fahrenheit for the setting
walls and 300 degrees for the water and metal,
as representing working conditions, it is found
that 16,J64.,000 fi.t.u. of heat is stored in the
setting and boiler without being available for
useful work.
If such a boiler is operated for ten hours at
rated capacity and allowed to cool down, the
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amount of heat that has been lost in elevating
the temperature of the setting, boiler and con-
tained water, amounts to twenty per cent. of the
total heat supplied, or nearly twenty-five per
cent. of the useful heat absorbed in evaporation,
or about 1,460 pounds of bituminous coal, if an
efficiency of seventy-five per cent, is assumed
for the transfer of heat. If such a boiler was
operated for a period of sixty hours, or for the
usual working week, and shut down, the loss of
heat absorbed would amount to about four per
cent, of the total heat supplied by the fuel.
Comparing this loss with a similar loss for the
same size of internal-furnace boiler, there would
be 17,800 pounds of water and 31,500 pounds of
metal, which under working temperatures as-
sumed the same as for the return-tubular boiler,
would represent the absorption of 6,440,000
.B.t.u. of heat, or 572 pounds of coal, or about
one and one-half per cent. of the total fuel used
after a run of sixty hours at rated capacity.
Comparing the two types of boilers under
operation for a week's time, the internal-furnace
boiler would have the advantage of nearly goo
pounds of coal from its lack of ability to store
heat alone.
Another feature that leads to operating econ-
omy is a self-contained boiler, as compared with
one with a brick setting, but the real importance
of which is not indicated by a direct evaporative
test, is the radiation loss. While it is, of course,
true that the radiation loss is a part of the
loss that is directly indicated by an evaporative
test, it is a loss which does not cease with the
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temperary closing down of the boiler, as is cus-
tomary in the average plant which is operated
ten or twelve hours, and the fires being banked
the balance of the twenty-four hours under
these conditions, radiation losses as far as plant
economy is concerned, are very much more im-
portant than their effect on a direct evaporative
test would indicate.
Record Change of Railway Installation.
The following account of a change from
single-phase to direct-current operation of an
Eastern interurban is of interest owing to the
successful manner and short length of time in
which it was accomplished. It must be borne in
mind that the decision to make this change is
due to the limiting weight of cars and is in no
respect a failure of the present single-phase sys-
tem. The large saving in power reported is
rather hard to explain, though it may be traced
in part to more careful attention to operation by
the contractors than was formerly given by the
employes of the railway company.
On the morning of the 15th of February the
Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis Railway
changed its system of operation from 6,600 volts
single-phase a.c. to 1,200 volts d.c., the change
being made with absolutely no interference with
the regular operation of the road or the main-
tenance of its schedule.
The decision of the railway company, some
eight months ago, to make this change attracted
general interest owing to the fact that it was one
of the largest and most important interurban in-
stallations of a single-phase railway system.
The company's sixty-ton cars, equipped for
operation on the single-phase system, could not
enter Washington, since, owing to the limited
strength of the yokes which support the city
tracks, the maximum weight of the cars was re-
stricted to forty tons. The railway company,
now that it desired to run to the heart of the
city, was confronted with the problem of se-
curing a car of this weight equipped with motors
of sufficient size to provide the high-speed and
particularly high-class service required by the
character of its patronage. A careful investiga-
tion of the engineering features involved showed
that it was impossible to meet these requirements
with their single-phase equipments.
A contract was made with the General Elec-
tric Company in accordance with which the latter
company was to provide and install the necessary
equipments for both cars and sub-stations, with
the understanding that the railway company's
regular service should not be interfered with in
any way.
The change was actually made without any
accidents. At i :15 a. m. on the morning of the
15th the last a.c. car was taken off, and at 5:20
a.m. the first d.c. car was started. The records
made under the new system substantiate the
claims made by the manufacturers of the appa-
ratus. During the first day of operation the cars
ran over 4,500 car miles, not a trip of the regular
schedule being lost. Moreover, a saving of over
twenty-five per cent. in power is indicated by the
wattmeter records of the first few days.
The contractors successfully built, delivered
and installed the large amount of apparatus (in-
volving many new designs) in eight months,
without any interruption of service on the line.
The Cleveland Construction Company were
the consulting engineers. They also supervised
the changes in the transmission system, overhead
work and changes in the sub-station buildings
required to adapt them to the new apparatus.—
The Railway Age Gazette.
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